who's your librarian style twin?

start

Have you even worn your hair in a bun?

- yes
  - Do you compare all men to Mr. Darcy?
    - yes
      - Would you describe your fave shoes as "sensible"?
        - yes
          - When strangers approach you, do you scream "POLICE!!"
        - no
          - Can you handle yourself against a plague of locusts?
            - yes
              - Would you destroy a book to protect your lover from the police?
                - yes
                  - Evelyn
                - no
                  - Marian
            - no
              - Marian
    - no
      - Are you a talented swordfighter? Or do you want to be?
        - yes
          - Marian
        - no
          - Do you enjoy researching Ancient Egypt?
            - yes
              - Marian
            - no
              - Mary

Mary
from "it’s a wonderful life"
style essentials:
glasses, ankle-length skirt, ankle-length trench,

Marian
from "the music man"
style essentials:
high-heeled boots, Edwardian-style dress,

Evelyn
from "the mummy"
style essentials:
black eyeliner,